
Rotator cuff (RC) tear is a common cause of disability and pain for which middle aged and elderly individuals 
seek orthopaedic consultation. A unique feature of RC tear treatment is that it encompasses an entire 
spectrum, which ranges from humble conservative methods to complicated tendon transfers. There is a now a 
fair amount of agreement about which treatment modality must be offered to whom, based on tear type, 
tendon retraction, tissue quality and patient profile. What must be borne in mind however, is that no bridges 
be burnt when choosing a treatment method. This would keep the door open for a salvage or revision 
procedure to help the patient. This issue of the Asian Journal of Arthroscopy is a symposium dedicated to 
management strategies for rotator cuff tears. 

The importance of clinical examination in a patient with shoulder pain and weakness cannot be 
overemphasized. It is the cornerstone of formulating an individualized treatment plan. Vivek Pandey has 
discussed the methodology for all the  relevant tests to accurately diagnose a rotator cuff tear, along with their 
pearls and pitfalls. One of the most important reasons why arthroscopic shoulder surgery in general and 
rotator cuff surgery is particular has evolved, is the remarkable progress in imaging, especially Magnetic 
Resonance scans. Anupama Patil has written a detailed descriptive review on this subject. An understanding 
of the nuances of imaging will help the clinician to clinically co-relate her findings. A sound clinician is one 
who has a grasp of theoretical concepts developed and validated over the years. The ability to a classify rotator 
cuff tear based on imaging findings and co-relating clinically in the foundation on which every treatment 
decision is based. Ram Chidambaram has written an exhaustive review detailing all classification systems for 
rotator cuff tear. Jaap Willems has presented an algorithm for such decision making based primarily on age and 
tear morphology. 

The non-operative treatment of RC tears encompasses pharmacologic therapies, injections, biologics, 
physical rehabilitation and electrophysiological rehabilitation modalities. These have a definite role in 
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management of RC tears and Denny Lie has performed a systematic review of randomized current trials to present the current evidence for 
the same. Arthroscopic rotator cuff repair for degenerative tears is now a standard of care in those who fail a trial of non-operative treatment. 
It has demonstrated proven health and economic benefits in the mid-term [1, 2]. A lacuna is current literature is the absence of large 
randomized controlled trial with long-term results which would settle the debate conclusively. The repair technique has also travelled a full 
circle with new vigor seen for trans-osseous repairs after having seen the fallacies of anchor-based repairs in the last couple of decades. The 
issue of subacromial decompression is another elephant in the room on which everybody seems to agree to disagree. SAD does have a 
definite place in RC repair surgery, considering its potential biological and mechanical benefits. However, what constitutes a 
‘decompression’ and how much of an impact does it really have on a multifactorial phenomenon like rotator cuff healing is largely unknown. 
Amol Tambe has written an exhaustive review on this subject which will help the readers tailor their approach approach to this enigma. 

The aim of this issue is to provide the reader with information and knowledge on rotator cuff tears which can then be used to guide patient 
management. We hope that the wealth of knowledge shared by our authors will enrich the readers and help them in making better decisions 
when treating their patients. 
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